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The Truth Behind The Gates Of Auschwitz (DVD5, 1992)

The Truth Behind The Gates Of Auschwitz (DVD5, 1992)

David Cole Interviews Dr. Franciszek Piper, director of the Auschwitz Museum

Swimming pool, sports field, theater, hospital, camp-issued currency, identity tattoos..

This documentary shows that not only was fraudulent Soviet evidence admitted as fact at
Nuremberg, but also that survivors and experts can be wrong.

Subtitles: Italiano, Hrvatski, Polski, Magyar, PortuguÃªs, Ð±ÑŠÐ»Ð³Ð°Ñ€Ñ•ÐºÐ¸, RomÃ¢n

Full preview of this DVD: vimeo dawt com/24438331

David Cole is an atheist Jew, born in Canada, who is extremely knowledgeable.

This young Jewish Revisionist filmmaker came to the defense of Ernst ZÃ¼ndel when
ZÃ¼ndel needed defending. Subsequently, ZÃ¼ndel and Cole made a film in Auschwitz, with
David Cole pointing out all the things wrong with that theme park of hate against Germans.

 Later yet, Cole came to Canada to lecture to large audiences on his Revisionist findings in
Auschwitz, together with David Irving. He also appeared with ZÃ¼ndel in Munich, Germany,
spreading Revisionism right under the watchful eyes of the German political police.

In a vicious letter posted on the Internet, the Jewish Defense League threatened Cole's life.
Emotionally fragile and torn between his conscience and family loyalties, as well as filial
devotion, he could not withstand the pressure and recanted with an abject apology to his
tribesmen and tormentors. Every serious Revisionist understands that this act of recantation
was coerced and may have bought David his very survival. He later became a victim of the
JDL, and was physically beaten for making this video you are about to download.

The building being touted as a homicidal gas-chamber at Auschwitz, is no such thing, and
even has a gigantic, completely unattached 40+ foot chimney that was built behind it after the
war, among many other modifications, and lies thereof.

David Cole catches the Auschwitz theme-park staff peddling lies about the Holocaust, some of
which Dr. Piper admits when confronted, though he continues to lie about the building's
previous history, as there are no Zyklon-B blue-stains on the walls, and further testing proved
it. He also tells the genocidal soap story.

The delousing of clothes and bedding, and the shaving of heads, was necessary to prevent the
spread of lice, which was a huge problem in the eventually overcrowded, ever-expanding
work-camp system. Lice are like fleas, they bite to drink blood, which spread the deadly
disease typhus everywhere. Zyklon-B was used to save lives.

"Even though it is said that Jewish children were killed immediately, both Anne Frank, and her
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sister, were sent to Auschwitz, and survived, later being transferred to the Bergen-Belsen
camp, where they are said to have died from typhus."

The piles of emaciated corpses you see in war-propaganda films died mostly of starvation and
disease, because that's what happens when war gets out of control, without exception.

 It's the pale horse.

Runtime: 60 minutes

Genocidal holocaust lies about Germans:

nazi-shrunken heads at Buchenwald
jewish-skin lampshade at Buchenwald
magic simon weisenthal Jew-glycerine soap
homicidal steam-chambers at Treblinka
homicidal diesel-exhaust chambers
homicidal zyklon-b gas-chambers
homicidal electro-chambers
20,000 Jews atomically-bombed
666,666, etc, etc, etc, etc.........

Like a game of magic hat, they pulled an auschwitzeroo on 60 million Gentiles.

Screens: 
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http://postimg.org/image/9aa4ztycd 
http://postimg.org/image/r7uv3mxi5 
http://postimg.org/image/boxf6ip7h 
http://postimg.org/image/vrbp2w4rh 
http://postimg.org/image/8btrxjl0d 
http://postimg.org/image/orxn3j4t9

The DVD *is* being seeded, despite what the counter says.

To all good people who seed the DVDs they like, thank you very much! 

Fire Storm Over Dresden (DVD5) 
 http://thepiratebay.sx/torrent/7435757/Fire_Storm_Over_Dresd en

The Other Israel: The Whole Zionist Conspiracy (DVD5) 
 http://thepiratebay.sx/torrent/7422633/The_Other_Israel__The _Whole_Zionist_Conspiracy

HOLOCAUST BUCHENWALD (DVD5) 
 http://thepiratebay.sx/torrent/6547002/HOLOCAUST_BUCHENWALD_
Dumb_Dumb_Portrayal_of_Evil_DVD

The Last Days of the Big Lie
vimeo dawt com/42876437
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Atonement For Auschwitz (Jan.18, 1948) vintage news reel (1m)
vimeo dawt com/65517200
deposit files dawt com/files/ihf99b8hn

Historical footage in Palestine: vintage news report (3m)
vimeo dawt com/65213722
deposit files dawt com/files/hbofx4v2n

More DVD movies: 
http://thepiratebay.sx/user/cockymountainoyster
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